Housebreaking 101
Housebreaking is a very simple process. However, simple does not always mean
easy. It takes time, scheduling and effort. Even the most difficult pet, with
consistency can be housebroken and everyone can survive!
If you have enrolled in this course, you are probably experiencing some
problems with getting Fido to understand what you want him to do.
Let’s start with a little bit about your dog, your household and your lifestyle.
My pet’s age is:
My pet is / is not housebroken sometimes.
My pet is / is not housebroken with other people (husband, kids, at the kennel,
etc.)
We tend to attribute human feelings to our pets and sometimes expect them to
be smarter and quicker than our children, or think that they willfully eliminate as
revenge or spite for things we perceive that they feel.
This is simply not true and we need to back up and let our dogs be dogs and
quit expecting them to be exceptional children.
If you have ever toilet trained a small child, you know that it doesn’t happen
overnight, and that there are bound to be setbacks and challenges. Our
children have much high IQ’s and reasoning power than most dogs. Yet, we
expect our pets to immediately understand where and when to eliminate,
without fail and with no room for error. Using this strategy, we set up our pets to
fail and set ourselves up for unending frustration.
During this course, we will give you the tools to help your dog understand what
you expect and to effectively communicate to him what behaviors are
acceptable in your home.
Let’s Get Started
The first step in teaching your pet to be reliable inside the house is to manage
the situation:
Typical management techniques include:

Crate training or confinement to a small area – If your pet is not
trustworthy in the house at all times, he should always be supervised unless
confined to his crate or small area.
Neutering intact males as young as possible – Most intact males tend to
mark territory and are particularly difficult to housebreak.
Supervised freedom inside the house – When given freedom to be loose in
the house, he should be kept in the same room where you are. If still likely to go
in the house, dog should be kept on a long line which can always be reached.
Frequent trips outside to do business.
Part 2 : Scheduling
Pets which are on a set schedule of feeding and exercise will have much more
predictable elimination habits.
Feeding:
Decide to feed your pet either one or two times daily and try to
keep on a fairly regular time schedule for the meals. Keep track how long after
your dog’s meal he needs to eliminate. Then take him out about 5 minutes
sooner than you expect.
Take your pet out on a leash and always take him to the same spot. Use your
elimination command and act like you expect it. Remember, no playtime until
the business has been done. When he goes, praise profusely, but not to the
extent that he quits without finishing.

Consistency: Make sure that each family member follows the same system.
Every time he is allowed to make a mistake, it will set him back.
Effort: This is not an exercise which can be accomplished in a few days. It will
take days, weeks or maybe months to develop a trustworthy, housebroken pup.
Take each step forward as a measure of success and if he slips backward, just
work harder for the next few days and he will recoup the lost advances.

